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these taxes1 and also to exempt from their payment (tempo-
rarily or permanently) those to whom they wished to show
favour, especially the monasteries. On the other hand,
indirect taxation aroused much fewer protests and called for
much fewer fiscal reforms; whence it is seldom mentioned
by the chroniclers and legal sources.
The fiscal importance of indirect taxation in the Byzantine
Empire has, indeed, been insufficiently recognized.
Of the direct taxes^ the most frequently mentioned are the
following:2
(a) The land-tax. This included, first, a tax on the land
itself, assessed according to the area, the value of the soil, and
the nature of its cultivation, and, secondly, a tax on the crops,
having its origin in the old Roman annonn and varying
according to the number of ploughing animals employed.
Another peculiar feature of the land-tax was that each vil-
lage formed a fiscal unit; if one landowner disappeared, the
Treasury was not the loser; it simply allotted the defaulter's
land to his nearest neighbour, who had to pay the tax
(efibole).
(ft) The tax on grazing-lands (ennomion} and animals other
than those used for ploughing (pigs, bees, &c.).
(c] The capitation tax. This assumed a family character;
it was laid upon each hearth;, hence its name ktipnikon. It
was levied only upon serfs.3
(V) All the foregoing taxes fell exclusively upon the rural
population. The direct taxes levied upon the urban popula-
tion were the chrysargyron^ the aerlkon^ and the tax on inheri-
tances. But the first-named of these three, a sort of tax on
commercial profits, was abolished early in the fifth century
by the Emperor Anastasius and was replaced later by a
simple licence-tax. The aerikon., said to have been instituted
by Justinian, has called forth a whole literature,4 but remains
1	This may be observed also in modern Greece.
2	Cf, Andreades, Byzantinische Zdtschrift? vol. xxviii (i9,»K), pp. JiKy-v^.
 3	Another tax under the same name was levied occasionally upon fivewenj hut
it was a war contribution, an extraordinary tax.  The sources mention a third tax,
which, as shown by its title (kephalition)^ was a real capital ion tax,  Hui, us Professor
Dolger has proved, this tax was levied only on non-Christians, chiefly Mussulmans
and Jews.
 4	Every self-respecting Byzantinologist thinks it his duty to give a uc*w inter-
pretation of this tax.

